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Rosetta felt relieved when she saw the changes in Catina’s appearance. “They say you cultivate 

by sucking men’s essence. They also say you’re incredibly ruthless and would kill anyone upon 

sight. Oh, and you also eat children…” 

Catina’s smile faded the moment she heard Rosetta mention the eating of children, and her 

expression grew vicious all of a sudden. 

Rosetta tensed up and broke out in a cold sweat when she saw that. 

“Those f*cking b*stards! As if spreading rumors about me sleeping around wasn’t bad enough, 

they even went as far as accusing me of eating children? I love children the most, so there’s no 

way I’d eat them! Those old b*stards are just jealous that I’m as powerful as they are! That’s 

why they go around spreading rumors about me! If I find out who accused me of eating children, 

I’ll skin that person alive!” 

Catina’s eyes were wide with fury, and she looked as though she was about to kill someone. 

It took quite a while before Catina’s anger subsided. She then flashed Rosetta another faint smile 

and asked, “Do I look as scary as the rumors say?” 

Rosetta shook her head. “N-No, you don’t…” 

“Hahaha! You’re way too pure and naive! Did you think I’m a good person simply because I 

smiled at you? Honestly, I don’t understand why your father would leave an innocent and pure 

girl like you in a place like this! There are no rules here in this Celestial Battlefield. Given your 

current strength, you’re practically a sitting duck if you run into bad guys here! What are you 

doing in that cave all by yourself? Why aren’t you with your father?” Catina asked. 

“I… I’m waiting for my father and the others. They went off searching for magical items. I had 

to wait here because I’m too weak to go with them. They should be back soon,” Rosetta replied 

while instinctively stealing glances at the cave. 

Catina saw right through Rosetta’s lies and asked with a chuckle, “What’s inside that cave? Is it 

the magical items you’ve found?” 

Rosetta shook her head profusely. “T-There’s nothing inside!” 

Naturally, Catina didn’t believe a word she said. As Catina started making her way toward the 

cave, Rosetta quickly stepped in front of her to block her path. 

Upon seeing her response, Catina was all the more certain that there was something inside the 

cave. “Do you really think you can stop me?” 



With a gentle wave of Catina’s hand, an invisible force effortlessly shoved Rosetta aside. She 

had just entered the cave when she saw Kai lying on the ground. 

“I didn’t think a young girl like you would be keeping a handsome man in here. That explains 

why you were panicking so much. Is he your boyfriend?” Catina said while eyeing Kai from 

head to toe. 

“No, he’s not. We’re just friends. Mr. Chance here got injured, so I brought him in here,” Rosetta 

explained. 

“Injured, huh?” Catina knelt down and began examining Kai’s injuries. Right as her hand was 

about to touch Kai’s chest, Rosetta reached out and smacked it aside. 

“Don’t you lay a finger on Mr. Chance! As long as I’m alive, I won’t let you touch him!” Rosetta 

roared angrily at the top of her voice. 

As Kai had saved her life before, she refused to let anyone hurt him. 

“Why are you freaking out, Demonic Cultivator? I’m just examining his injuries.” 

Without even looking back, Catina waved at Rosetta and sent her flying with a burst of aura 

Rosetta was about to get up when she realized she was immobilized by an invisible force. 

Catina gently placed her palm on Kai’s chest. 

The fair skin of her hand formed a huge contrast with Kai’s tanned chest. 

Right as Catina was about to inject her aura into Kai’s body, a white light flashed past his chest. 

The next thing Catina knew, a powerful force had knocked her back a few steps. 

After taking a moment to regain her composure, Catina looked up at Kai with shock written all 

over her face. 

The draconic essence in Kai’s chest was glowing brightly, and a dragon’s roar could be heard 

coming from his body. 

Catina was stunned speechless as she did not expect that to happen. All I did was inject some 

beastly power into his body! Why would it react like that? I can’t believe this young man has 

beast race blood in him as well! 

“Draconian bloodline…” 

The look in Catina’s eyes grew intent as she stared at Kai like a hungry wolf. Rosetta had noticed 

the change in Catina’s behavior as well, but she was completely powerless to stop her. 



With a wave of her hand, Catina conjured up a shield, which kept Rosetta out and prevented her 

from seeing anything on the other side. 

“A man with Draconian bloodline, huh? Looks like my chance has finally come! I’ll treat your 

injuries, and you will strengthen my bloodline…” Catina said as she took her clothes off and 

gently lay on top of Kai. 

This way, she could heal his injuries and strengthen her bloodline by combining it with his 

Draconian bloodline. 

Unsure of what Catina was doing to Kai behind the shield, Rosetta became so anxious that she 

tugged at her hair in frustration. Little did she know, Catina was already riding on top of Kai. 

An hour later, Catina was completely drenched in sweat. Kai’s face was no longer pale, and he 

had regained most of his strength as well. As he slowly opened his eyes, he was shocked to see a 

woman smiling at him while riding on top of him. 

“You’re finally awake, huh?” Catina said with a smile. Kai jumped in shock and quickly backed 

away from her as he asked, “Who are you?” 

That was when he realized his clothes were gone. After taking another look at Catina’s 

expression, Kai was able to figure out what had happened. 

My goodness… I never expected to have a woman take advantage of me while I was 

unconscious! 

Kai hurriedly got dressed and shouted angrily, “Who the f*ck are you?” 

Catina chuckled when she saw the murderous intent in Kai’s eyes. “You men are all the same. I 

sacrificed my virginity to save your life! Instead of thanking me gratefully, you yell at me 

fiercely?” 

“You saved me? Who are you? Why would you save me?” Kai pressed on with a frown. All he 

remembered was passing out, so he had no memory of what happened afterward. 

Since Kai had used Divine Bow, he had to be wary of everyone around him. For all he knew, a 

person could be approaching him to steal Divine Bow. 

“My name is Catina Flowers, but you can also call me Fox Queen. I only saved you because of 

your Draconian bloodline, so you don’t really have to thank me too much,” Catina replied in a 

straightforward manner. 

“Catina? Fox Queen?” Kai’s brow furrowed as he enveloped Catina with his spiritual sense. 

Catina made no attempt to resist and simply let Kai scan her body. 



“You’re from the beast race. Are you one of the three kings and four archons like King Yuven?” 

Kai asked. 

“Yuven is no match for me now. He’s so caught up in scheming against King Lucian that he 

forgot to cultivate! Wait a minute, how do you know Yuven? What’s with that Draconian 

bloodline of yours? Are you a Draconian? I noticed many different types of auras in your body, 

though. What’s going on here?” Catina exclaimed in confusion. 

While having sex with Kai, Catina had picked up a few other auras in his body other than the 

Power of Dragons. 

“Stop asking about me for now. What did you do to me?” Kai asked with a stern look on his 

face. 
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The draconic essence in Kai’s chest was glowing brightly, and a dragon’s roar could be heard 

coming from his body. 

Catina was stunned speechless as she did not expect that to happen. All I did was inject some 

beastly power into his body! Why would it react like that? I can’t believe this young man has 

beast race blood in him as well! 

“Draconian bloodline…” 

The look in Catina’s eyes grew intent as she stared at Kai like a hungry wolf. Rosetta had noticed 

the change in Catina’s behavior as well, but she was completely powerless to stop her. 

With a wave of her hand, Catina conjured up a shield, which kept Rosetta out and prevented her 

from seeing anything on the other side. 

“A man with Draconian bloodline, huh? Looks like my chance has finally come! I’ll treat your 

injuries, and you will strengthen my bloodline…” Catina said as she took her clothes off and 

gently lay on top of Kai. 

This way, she could heal his injuries and strengthen her bloodline by combining it with his 

Draconian bloodline. 

Unsure of what Catina was doing to Kai behind the shield, Rosetta became so anxious that she 

tugged at her hair in frustration. Little did she know, Catina was already riding on top of Kai. 



An hour later, Catina was completely drenched in sweat. Kai’s face was no longer pale, and he 

had regained most of his strength as well. As he slowly opened his eyes, he was shocked to see a 

woman smiling at him while riding on top of him. 

“You’re finally awake, huh?” Catina said with a smile. Kai jumped in shock and quickly backed 

away from her as he asked, “Who are you?” 

That was when he realized his clothes were gone. After taking another look at Catina’s 

expression, Kai was able to figure out what had happened. 

My goodness… I never expected to have a woman take advantage of me while I was 

unconscious! 

Kai hurriedly got dressed and shouted angrily, “Who the f*ck are you?” 

Catina chuckled when she saw the murderous intent in Kai’s eyes. “You men are all the same. I 

sacrificed my virginity to save your life! Instead of thanking me gratefully, you yell at me 

fiercely?” 

“You saved me? Who are you? Why would you save me?” Kai pressed on with a frown. All he 

remembered was passing out, so he had no memory of what happened afterward. 

Since Kai had used Divine Bow, he had to be wary of everyone around him. For all he knew, a 

person could be approaching him to steal Divine Bow. 

“My name is Catina Flowers, but you can also call me Fox Queen. I only saved you because of 

your Draconian bloodline, so you don’t really have to thank me too much,” Catina replied in a 

straightforward manner. 

“Catina? Fox Queen?” Kai’s brow furrowed as he enveloped Catina with his spiritual sense. 

Catina made no attempt to resist and simply let Kai scan her body. 

“You’re from the beast race. Are you one of the three kings and four archons like King Yuven?” 

Kai asked. 

“Yuven is no match for me now. He’s so caught up in scheming against King Lucian that he 

forgot to cultivate! Wait a minute, how do you know Yuven? What’s with that Draconian 

bloodline of yours? Are you a Draconian? I noticed many different types of auras in your body, 

though. What’s going on here?” Catina exclaimed in confusion. 

While having sex with Kai, Catina had picked up a few other auras in his body other than the 

Power of Dragons. 

“Stop asking about me for now. What did you do to me?” Kai asked with a stern look on his 

face. 



“I didn’t do anything much. All I did was merge our two bloodlines. This way, my bloodline will 

grow stronger, and cultivation will become more effective for me. But don’t think I took 

advantage of you, brat. I was a virgin, untouched by any men before. Also, you were on the 

verge of dying back then. Had I not come to your rescue, you would’ve been dead. I saved you 

and used your bloodline, so we’re even now. I must admit, I’m quite lucky to have my first time 

with a Draconian.” 

With that, Catina waved her hand, removing the shield. Rosetta was still panicking outside, 

unsure what to do, when she noticed the shield had disappeared and quickly dashed in. 

She had already prepared for the worst. If Catina had completely sucked Kai dry, then she would 

give up her life as well and fight against Catina to the bitter end. 

Just as she arrived inside, she was dumbfounded because she saw Kai standing before her and 

looking alive and well. 

“You’re awake, Mr. Chance?” Rosetta was shocked. 

“Yeah, I’m all fine, Ms. Lothian. Why are you here?” asked Kai, confused. 

“You passed out, Mr. Chance. I brought you here.” 

“You brought me here?” Kai was taken aback. Then, he pointed at Catina. “What about her?” 

“She was just passing by and encountered you by chance.” 

It was then Kai understood that Rosetta had saved him and then bumped into Catina, who had 

taken advantage of him. 

“Now that you’re awake and fine, we owe each other nothing. I’ll be taking my leave now,” said 

Catina before she departed without glancing at Kai. 

She was gone after having her way with Kai. Rosetta stared at Kai in bewilderment and asked, 

“Do you know her, Mr. Chance?” 

Kai shook his head. “I don’t.” 

“If you don’t know her, then why did she say you two don’t owe each other now? What’s going 

on?” 

Rosetta was baffled. There was no way she could have imagined what the two had done in the 

hour or so that had passed. After all, they were strangers, and an innocent woman like Rosetta 

wouldn’t think of such things. 

“Don’t ask me about it anymore. Let’s follow her,” said Kai before rushing out, chasing after 

Catina. Rosetta was puzzled as to why Kai was chasing after Catina, but she still followed him. 



She was afraid she would encounter danger if she didn’t stick close to Kai in the Celestial 

Battlefield. 

Catina didn’t go far before Kai caught up. Seeing that, she asked with a teasing smile, “What’s 

the matter? Do you want another round because you didn’t have enough?” 

“You took advantage of me while I was unconscious. Do you really think you can simply leave 

like that? I’m coming with you since we now share a special connection. Besides, a part of me 

may now be in your bloodline.” Surprisingly, Kai was being petty about the issue. 

He insisted on following Catina, forcing her to bear the responsibility. 

Seeing Kai acting like that, Catina guffawed. “Do you think I don’t know what you’re thinking? 

No doubt you encountered a formidable foe, which was why you were unconscious and spent. 

Now, you’re clinging onto me because you’re hoping I’ll protect you. Am I right?” 

Kai instantly felt awkward because Catina was correct. She had seen through him. 

“No need to be embarrassed. I can protect you on one condition,” Catina stated. 

“What is it?” 

“I can protect you while we’re in the Celestial Battlefield, but you must sleep with me every 

night. I desire to strengthen my bloodline. If I’m lucky enough to bear a son of a dragon, then 

it’ll be worth it. I love kids the most.” 
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“I didn’t do anything much. All I did was merge our two bloodlines. This way, my bloodline will 

grow stronger, and cultivation will become more effective for me. But don’t think I took 

advantage of you, brat. I was a virgin, untouched by any men before. Also, you were on the 

verge of dying back then. Had I not come to your rescue, you would’ve been dead. I saved you 

and used your bloodline, so we’re even now. I must admit, I’m quite lucky to have my first time 

with a Draconian.” 

With that, Catina waved her hand, removing the shield. Rosetta was still panicking outside, 

unsure what to do, when she noticed the shield had disappeared and quickly dashed in. 

She had already prepared for the worst. If Catina had completely sucked Kai dry, then she would 

give up her life as well and fight against Catina to the bitter end. 

Just as she arrived inside, she was dumbfounded because she saw Kai standing before her and 

looking alive and well. 



“You’re awake, Mr. Chance?” Rosetta was shocked. 

“Yeah, I’m all fine, Ms. Lothian. Why are you here?” asked Kai, confused. 

“You passed out, Mr. Chance. I brought you here.” 

“You brought me here?” Kai was taken aback. Then, he pointed at Catina. “What about her?” 

“She was just passing by and encountered you by chance.” 

It was then Kai understood that Rosetta had saved him and then bumped into Catina, who had 

taken advantage of him. 

“Now that you’re awake and fine, we owe each other nothing. I’ll be taking my leave now,” said 

Catina before she departed without glancing at Kai. 

She was gone after having her way with Kai. Rosetta stared at Kai in bewilderment and asked, 

“Do you know her, Mr. Chance?” 

Kai shook his head. “I don’t.” 

“If you don’t know her, then why did she say you two don’t owe each other now? What’s going 

on?” 

Rosetta was baffled. There was no way she could have imagined what the two had done in the 

hour or so that had passed. After all, they were strangers, and an innocent woman like Rosetta 

wouldn’t think of such things. 

“Don’t ask me about it anymore. Let’s follow her,” said Kai before rushing out, chasing after 

Catina. Rosetta was puzzled as to why Kai was chasing after Catina, but she still followed him. 

She was afraid she would encounter danger if she didn’t stick close to Kai in the Celestial 

Battlefield. 

Catina didn’t go far before Kai caught up. Seeing that, she asked with a teasing smile, “What’s 

the matter? Do you want another round because you didn’t have enough?” 

“You took advantage of me while I was unconscious. Do you really think you can simply leave 

like that? I’m coming with you since we now share a special connection. Besides, a part of me 

may now be in your bloodline.” Surprisingly, Kai was being petty about the issue. 

He insisted on following Catina, forcing her to bear the responsibility. 

Seeing Kai acting like that, Catina guffawed. “Do you think I don’t know what you’re thinking? 

No doubt you encountered a formidable foe, which was why you were unconscious and spent. 

Now, you’re clinging onto me because you’re hoping I’ll protect you. Am I right?” 



Kai instantly felt awkward because Catina was correct. She had seen through him. 

“No need to be embarrassed. I can protect you on one condition,” Catina stated. 

“What is it?” 

“I can protect you while we’re in the Celestial Battlefield, but you must sleep with me every 

night. I desire to strengthen my bloodline. If I’m lucky enough to bear a son of a dragon, then 

it’ll be worth it. I love kids the most.” 

Kai was flabbergasted upon hearing that. What kind of condition is that? Not only that, she even 

wants my baby? I’ve never even thought about having children before! I’ve spent nights with 

Cecilia, Astrid, Evangeline, and Hailey before, but none of them got pregnant. Wait, does this 

mean I’m… 

He broke into a cold sweat. 

He had never thought about that before, and it wasn’t until Catina brought it up that he did. 

In response to Kai’s silence, Catina questioned, “What’s with the hesitation? Do you agree to my 

terms or not?” 

Resignation was scribbled all over Kai’s countenance. He didn’t expect that he, the son of a 

dragon and lord of Dragon Sect, would be blackmailed by a woman like that. 

Not only that, but he also had to sell his body to ensure his safety. 

“Fine, I agree to your terms. I will sleep with you every night…” Kai nodded helplessly. 

He had no choice in the matter. He needed assistance, and he was confident Pablo was still alive, 

which meant it would only be a matter of time before the latter sought him out again. 

If news of him possessing the Divine Bow leaked out, more foes would flock to him. While 

Hamish, Misho, and the others could aid him, they were all too weak to fight against Pablo. 

However, Catina was different. She was a Seventh Level Tribulator cultivator. If she faced 

Pablo, she would stand a chance against him. With Kai supporting her, Pablo could be defeated. 

Catina smiled faintly. “Follow me, then.” 

“Why did you run so fast, Mr. Chance?” At that moment, Rosetta caught up to Kai, panting. 

When she saw Rosetta, Catina said, “I don’t care about this little demoness. I don’t get anything 

out of-” 

“No. I promised Mr. Lothian to take care of his daughter. I won’t abandon Ms. Lothian.” Kai 

shook his head, refusing to leave Rosetta behind. 



If he did, then it was unlikely Rosetta would survive in the Celestial Battlefield. 

Catina stared at Kai with slight disbelief. “I didn’t realize you were a man of your word. Very 

well, then. She can follow us. But you’ll have to sleep with me one extra night.” 

Kai frowned, checked his body’s condition, and nodded. “Fine. I’m not afraid.” With how things 

have turned out, I doubt that’ll make a difference. Rosetta was startled upon hearing that 

exchange. “What does she mean by that, Mr. Chance?” 

“Oh, it’s nothing. Just stay close to me and don’t run around blindly,” said Kai somewhat 

awkwardly. 

Rosetta nodded. “Okay!” 

The trio proceeded to traverse through the mountains. It was entirely up to luck if they could find 

any magical items in the Celestial Battlefield. 

At that moment, Kai was much more relaxed because he didn’t have to worry about Pablo 

anymore. 

Suddenly, he thought being a sugar baby wasn’t all that bad. 

The expanse of mountain ranges stretched into infinity. Everywhere he looked were plants and 

streams, which formed a rather beautiful scenery. 

It was an excellent place to cultivate. However, the trio was not in the mood to appreciate their 

surroundings. They were all focusing on searching for magical items with their spiritual sense, 

afraid they would miss out on one. 

“There should be something good ahead,” Kai said abruptly. 

Rosetta and Catina both turned to Kai in unison. 

“The spiritual energy ahead is clearly extraordinary. It’s much thicker. There should be magical 

items there,” explained Kai. 

Catina glanced at Kai. “I didn’t expect the spiritual sense of a First Level Tribulator cultivator to 

be that sharp. I didn’t even sense anything.” 

She was skeptical of Kai’s claim. After all, even though Kai was a Draconian, he was but a First 

Level Tribulator cultivator. How could she, someone more powerful than him, fail to detect what 

he could? 

“If you don’t believe me, we can go ahead and take a look.” Kai strode forward. 
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Kai was flabbergasted upon hearing that. What kind of condition is that? Not 
only that, she even wants my baby? I’ve never even thought about having 
children before! I’ve spent nights with Cecilia, Astrid, Evangeline, and Hailey 
before, but none of them got pregnant. Wait, does this mean I’m… 

He broke into a cold sweat. 

He had never thought about that before, and it wasn’t until Catina brought it 
up that he did. 

In response to Kai’s silence, Catina questioned, “What’s with the hesitation? 
Do you agree to my terms or not?” 

Resignation was scribbled all over Kai’s countenance. He didn’t expect that 
he, the son of a dragon and lord of Dragon Sect, would be blackmailed by a 
woman like that. 

Not only that, but he also had to sell his body to ensure his safety. 

“Fine, I agree to your terms. I will sleep with you every night…” Kai nodded 
helplessly. 

He had no choice in the matter. He needed assistance, and he was confident 
Pablo was still alive, which meant it would only be a matter of time before the 
latter sought him out again. 

If news of him possessing the Divine Bow leaked out, more foes would flock to 
him. While Hamish, Misho, and the others could aid him, they were all too 
weak to fight against Pablo. 

However, Catina was different. She was a Seventh Level Tribulator cultivator. 
If she faced Pablo, she would stand a chance against him. With Kai 
supporting her, Pablo could be defeated. 

Catina smiled faintly. “Follow me, then.” 

“Why did you run so fast, Mr. Chance?” At that moment, Rosetta caught up to 
Kai, panting. When she saw Rosetta, Catina said, “I don’t care about this little 
demoness. I don’t get anything out of-” 



“No. I promised Mr. Lothian to take care of his daughter. I won’t abandon Ms. 
Lothian.” Kai shook his head, refusing to leave Rosetta behind. 

If he did, then it was unlikely Rosetta would survive in the Celestial Battlefield. 

Catina stared at Kai with slight disbelief. “I didn’t realize you were a man of 
your word. Very well, then. She can follow us. But you’ll have to sleep with me 
one extra night.” 

Kai frowned, checked his body’s condition, and nodded. “Fine. I’m not afraid.” 
With how things have turned out, I doubt that’ll make a difference. Rosetta 
was startled upon hearing that exchange. “What does she mean by that, Mr. 
Chance?” 

“Oh, it’s nothing. Just stay close to me and don’t run around blindly,” said Kai 
somewhat awkwardly. 

Rosetta nodded. “Okay!” 

The trio proceeded to traverse through the mountains. It was entirely up to 
luck if they could find any magical items in the Celestial Battlefield. 

At that moment, Kai was much more relaxed because he didn’t have to worry 
about Pablo anymore. 

Suddenly, he thought being a sugar baby wasn’t all that bad. 

The expanse of mountain ranges stretched into infinity. Everywhere he looked 
were plants and streams, which formed a rather beautiful scenery. 

It was an excellent place to cultivate. However, the trio was not in the mood to 
appreciate their surroundings. They were all focusing on searching for magical 
items with their spiritual sense, afraid they would miss out on one. 

“There should be something good ahead,” Kai said abruptly. 

Rosetta and Catina both turned to Kai in unison. 

“The spiritual energy ahead is clearly extraordinary. It’s much thicker. There 
should be magical items there,” explained Kai. 

Catina glanced at Kai. “I didn’t expect the spiritual sense of a First Level 
Tribulator cultivator to be that sharp. I didn’t even sense anything.” 



She was skeptical of Kai’s claim. After all, even though Kai was a Draconian, 
he was but a First Level Tribulator cultivator. How could she, someone more 
powerful than him, fail to detect what he could? 

“If you don’t believe me, we can go ahead and take a look.” Kai strode 
forward. 

Rosetta and Catina trailed behind Kai. After traveling a little longer, they heard 
the buzzing sound of an arcane array. 

Pillars of light materialized above the earth, converging in a radiant spectacle 
before ascending toward the heavens. Immediately after that, Kai saw a 
gigantic tree emerging from the ground. 

In the blink of an eye, a dense patch of forest vanished, replaced by a 
humongous tree. The area surrounding the tree was burnt, utterly barren. It 
was as though all the nutrients in the soil had been absorbed by that tree. 

The tree bore the marks of time, its leaves dry and withered, hinting at a state 
of decline. However, there were a few apple-sized fruits on its branches, and 
they seemed flawless and delectable. 

It seemed as if the tree had poured all its energy into nurturing its dozen fruits, 
so much so that it appeared to have forsaken the rest of its form. 

Gently, Kai laid his hand on the trunk. Thick celestial energy instantly flowed 
into his body. It was a celestial tree surging with celestial energy, forming the 
celestial mist around each fruit. 

“There’s such a big celestial tree here with many celestial fruits! We’ve truly hit 
the jackpot!” Kai couldn’t help the excitement within him. 

Rosetta rested her gaze upon the massive tree before her, surprised and 
confused. “How come we didn’t notice this tree earlier? It’s humongous 
enough that we could’ve seen it, but we only discovered it after getting close.” 

Similarly astounded, Jares speculated, “Perhaps someone spotted this 
celestial tree before, and they intentionally conjured an illusion, preventing 
anyone from finding it.” 

Looking at the celestial tree, Catina said, “No. The illusion is formed by the 
celestial tree itself. No one knows when the Celestial Battlefield will open 



again, so it doesn’t make sense for anyone to conjure an illusion here. A 
celestial tree like this must’ve lived for at least thousands of years. It should 
have its own spiritual sense, so it’s capable of forming a simple illusion around 
it.” 

“Are you saying it possesses intelligence? Incredible.” Kai looked at the tree in 
disbelief. 

“What’s the name of this tree? And what are the fruits on its branches?” asked 
Rosetta curiously. 

“It should be spiritual fruit. It can raise one’s cultivation level and one’s 
sensitivity to the environment. If Tribulator cultivators like us consume a 
spiritual fruit, we can easily comprehend nascence,” Catina answered. 

“It’s that powerful?” Excitement danced in Rosetta’s eyes. 

“I’ll pick these awesome fruits and share a few with you.” Kai turned to 
Rosetta gleefully. After all, Kai had already opened his nascence space and 
possessed multiple types of nascence. The fruits didn’t help him much. 

However, it was different for Rosetta. 

“Thank you, Mr. Chance,” said Rosetta cheerfully. 

Just as Kai was about to climb the tree and harvest the fruits, Catina tossed 
him aside. 

“Do you think you have a share of these fruits? Know your place,” spat Catina 
before she leaped onto the tree. 

In a flash, Catina collected all the fruits. Kai was enraged by Catina’s 
aggressive act, but he dared not say anything. At that moment, he had to 
obey Catina to remain safe. 

Rosetta was disappointed, but she still comforted Kai, “It’s fine, Mr. Chance. I 
don’t need the fruit.” 

She was afraid Kai would feel guilty. 

“Don’t worry. I’ll ask for two fruits for you. I don’t think it’ll be an issue if I ask 
for two since I was the one who discovered the tree.” Upon ending his 
sentence, he approached Catina. “There are so many fruits here, Ms. 



Flowers. Do you think you can share two of them with Ms. Lothian? You can 
have the rest, and no matter what magical items we stumble across later, I 
won’t fight for it with you.” 
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Rosetta and Catina trailed behind Kai. After traveling a little longer, they heard 
the buzzing sound of an arcane array. 

Pillars of light materialized above the earth, converging in a radiant spectacle 
before ascending toward the heavens. Immediately after that, Kai saw a 
gigantic tree emerging from the ground. 

In the blink of an eye, a dense patch of forest vanished, replaced by a 
humongous tree. The area surrounding the tree was burnt, utterly barren. It 
was as though all the nutrients in the soil had been absorbed by that tree. 

The tree bore the marks of time, its leaves dry and withered, hinting at a state 
of decline. However, there were a few apple-sized fruits on its branches, and 
they seemed flawless and delectable. 

It seemed as if the tree had poured all its energy into nurturing its dozen fruits, 
so much so that it appeared to have forsaken the rest of its form. 

Gently, Kai laid his hand on the trunk. Thick celestial energy instantly flowed 
into his body. It was a celestial tree surging with celestial energy, forming the 
celestial mist around each fruit. 

“There’s such a big celestial tree here with many celestial fruits! We’ve truly hit 
the jackpot!” Kai couldn’t help the excitement within him. 

Rosetta rested her gaze upon the massive tree before her, surprised and 
confused. “How come we didn’t notice this tree earlier? It’s humongous 
enough that we could’ve seen it, but we only discovered it after getting close.” 

Similarly astounded, Jares speculated, “Perhaps someone spotted this 
celestial tree before, and they intentionally conjured an illusion, preventing 
anyone from finding it.” 

Looking at the celestial tree, Catina said, “No. The illusion is formed by the 
celestial tree itself. No one knows when the Celestial Battlefield will open 
again, so it doesn’t make sense for anyone to conjure an illusion here. A 



celestial tree like this must’ve lived for at least thousands of years. It should 
have its own spiritual sense, so it’s capable of forming a simple illusion around 
it.” 

“Are you saying it possesses intelligence? Incredible.” Kai looked at the tree in 
disbelief. 

“What’s the name of this tree? And what are the fruits on its branches?” asked 
Rosetta curiously. 

“It should be spiritual fruit. It can raise one’s cultivation level and one’s 
sensitivity to the environment. If Tribulator cultivators like us consume a 
spiritual fruit, we can easily comprehend nascence,” Catina answered. 

“It’s that powerful?” Excitement danced in Rosetta’s eyes. 

“I’ll pick these awesome fruits and share a few with you.” Kai turned to 
Rosetta gleefully. After all, Kai had already opened his nascence space and 
possessed multiple types of nascence. The fruits didn’t help him much. 

However, it was different for Rosetta. 

“Thank you, Mr. Chance,” said Rosetta cheerfully. 

Just as Kai was about to climb the tree and harvest the fruits, Catina tossed 
him aside. 

“Do you think you have a share of these fruits? Know your place,” spat Catina 
before she leaped onto the tree. 

In a flash, Catina collected all the fruits. Kai was enraged by Catina’s 
aggressive act, but he dared not say anything. At that moment, he had to 
obey Catina to remain safe. 

Rosetta was disappointed, but she still comforted Kai, “It’s fine, Mr. Chance. I 
don’t need the fruit.” 

She was afraid Kai would feel guilty. 

“Don’t worry. I’ll ask for two fruits for you. I don’t think it’ll be an issue if I ask 
for two since I was the one who discovered the tree.” Upon ending his 
sentence, he approached Catina. “There are so many fruits here, Ms. 
Flowers. Do you think you can share two of them with Ms. Lothian? You can 



have the rest, and no matter what magical items we stumble across later, I 
won’t fight for it with you.” 

 


